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Scythe "KAMA THERMO
WIRELESS" Non-contact

Type Thermometer - White

$9.95
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Short Description

Kama thermo comes back with a super portable body and non-contact measure function (wireless). This item
can be completely fit in your hand, and you can take it with you anytime anywhere, and it is also non-contact
measure type which you don't have to apply the thermometer directly to objects you want to measure the
temperature.

Description

Kama thermo comes back with a super portable body and non-contact measure function (wireless). This item
can be completely fit in your hand, and you can take it with you anytime anywhere, and it is also non-contact
measure type which you don't have to apply the thermometer directly to objects you want to measure the
temperature.

Features

Non-contact type (wireless)!
Easy to carry!
2-Way Power Source!
Elegant Blue back light!
Wide Temperature Range
Short Response time!
Non-contact measure type (wireless)
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Simple click on the button to measure the temperature. Click and point!
Super potable body
35g! Light! It fits in your hand, and you can take it with you anytime anywhere
2-Way Power Source
Button Lithium Battery CR2302 is inside. It also can be connected to USB connector to get a power.
Both Celsius to Fahrenheit Ready
Don�t worry about the different temperature unit. It can be easily switch from Celsius to Fahrenheit also other way around.

Specifications

Model Name: Scythe Kama Thermo Wireless

Model Number:
SCKTW-1000BK (Black)

SCKTW-1000WH (White)

Manufacturer: Scythe Co., Ltd. Japan

  

Dimensions: 29.5 x 80.0 x 16 mm (W x H x D)

Weight: 35g (Incl. Battery)

Temperature Unit: Celsius / Fahrenheit

Temperature Range: 0~100C / 32~212F

Usage Ambient
Temperature: -10C~50C / 14 ~122F

Response Time: 1 Second

Measurement Accuracy: +/- 2C

Measurement of Vision
Range 10 / 100mm(D:S=1:1)

Emittance 0.95

Power Button Lithium Battery CR2302 x 1 or USB

Storage Temperature -20C~+65C
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Additional Information

Brand Scythe

SKU SCKTW-1000WH-D

Weight 1.0000

Color White

Msc Watercool Temp Sensor

Internet Reviews

Associated Content

The Scythe Kama Thermo Wireless
Thermometer is a great way to get
accurate readings of temperatures
from any surface. The Kama Thermo
Wireless will have you reading
temperatures of things like your
memory sticks, North Bridge and
other components inside your
computer that are just not going to
be read any other way.
This accurate device measures
temperatures using a wireless sensor
that is point and press simple. Just
point the cone shaped end at the
device you want to measure and
press the button. The device will read
the temperature with a + or - 2
degrees Celsius accuracy for a
surface temperature. The Kama
Thermo Wireless measures both
Celsius and Fahrenheit by simply
holding the button for three second
when power is off to switch from one
to the other.......

Special Price $2.95

http://www.associatedcontent.com/article/550783/product_review_scythe_kama_thermo_wireless.html
http://www.associatedcontent.com/article/550783/product_review_scythe_kama_thermo_wireless.html

